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Ionian Cruises
ZANTE

Greek Island hopping, our way!



DAY 1
Zante – Ag. Nikolaos

DAY 2
Ag. Efimia

DAY 3
Ithaca (Vathy)

DAY 4
Meganisi

DAY 5
Fiskardo (Kefalonia)

DAY 7
Zante

DAY 8
Departure Day

DAY 7
Zante

DAY 6
Poros (Kefalonia)

DAY 6
Poros (Kefalonia)

Departure day: 
Saturdays (May - October)

Meeting point: 
Zante’s main port

Departure time: 17:00
(Please try and arrive 45-30 minutes before)

Check Check-out: 09:00
(On the following Saturday, docking at Zante)

This itinerary may need to CHANGE due to inclement weather 
conditions, difficulties at docking, or unforeseen circumstances.

This decision will be made solely at your captain’s discretion, 
based on the safety of the group and the ship.

Itinerary notes

*In case of late arrivals, the boat stays docked overnight at Zante’s main port, if permitted by local authorities 1



Included:

 7-night accommodation on board
 Crew (Captain, Engineer, Steward, Chef)
 Fuel (4 hours/day)
 Daily breakfast buffet
 6 lunches, 1 dinner & 1 Captain’s Dinner
 Private beach stops
 Swim stops
 Toiletries
 Free Wi-Fi on board

(subject to limitations)

Not included:

 Flight tickets
 Travel Insurance
 Private dinners
 Drinks
 Local transportation
 Optional excursions/

activities

Our services
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Ports we dock at

Handpicked Island Excursions
(Upon request)

Day-Cruise to Zante’s shipwreck (Navagio)

Odysseus coach tour (Ithaca)

Fiskardo guided tour

BBQ Evening

Wine tasting

Day 2

Day 3

Day 5

Day 7

Day 7
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The ports we dock at, at Agios Nikolaos, Agia Efimia, Ithaca (Vathi), Fiskardo, Poros and Zante are public.
The only exception, is Meganisi, since it has a private Marina.

That means, all ports, operate on a first-come, first-served basis.
As a result, our Captains are not able to reserve a docking birth and so, 

the sooner we arrive at a port the more likely will we find availability, which in the end, cannot be guaranteed!



How to find us

Our vessels, dock at Zante’s main port,
as you can see in the map below:

We can arrange your airport transfer
prior to, or even after your cruise!
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Average temperature in Zante



 The breakfast, lunch and dinner times, while on board, 
are discussed on a daily basis, with our captain, based on the day-to-day program.

What food is included?

 Your cruise includes daily buffet breakfast and lunch, as well as a Captain’s Dinner. 
The breakfast consists of a variety of Jams, Bread, Butter, Honey, Olives, Cheese, Eggs, Tomato’s, 
Cucumbers, Fruits, Milk, Tea and Coffee. 
(You can not bring, your own food or drinks, on board. There is a bar on board). 

Lunch includes:
o Main dishes: Pasta Napolitana, Pasta Carbonara, Chicken with Rice, Greek Moussaka, 

Fish with Rice and Greek Souvlaki. 
o Salads: Potato Salad, Greek Salad, Caesar Salad, Vegetable Salad
o Appetizers: Potato Fries, Tzatziki, Meatballs, Potato Pie
Our typical lunch menu is a 3-course meal, which is based on Greek Traditional cuisine!

 We do respect the dietary requirements of our guests!
Please inform us at the time of booking of your special food preferences. 

Water is NOT included on board!
If you want extra, we offer 1.5 lt (natural mineral water) bottles for just 2 €.

Is water included on board?

There is a steward on board, but this is a more friendly atmosphere, where all our crew will help, 
so please do not expect a dedicated waiter to be on a constant basis while you take your breakfast or lunch.

Service on board
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All our fleet has European plugs inside, that work when the boat is sailing or when it is docked, 
at ports with an available electricity power outlet, from the shore.

All cabin lights, showers and toilets, on board, work at 24V.
The vessels are equipped with batteries, that supply an output of 24V, 
hence there is no need for external power supply for your lights, showers and toilets to operate.

Wi-Fi works only when we have a power supply connected to the ports.
Also, when the generator is working.

The A/C operates 4 to 6 hours, per day (if it is permitted by Governments Covid regulations).
Also, the A/C works only when the generator is working but due to local regulations, the generator is turned off at midnight.
The power supply from the shore at the Ports of Zante, Agios Nikolaos, Poros, Agia Efimia and Fiskardo
(due to weak infrastructure), is not powerful enough to operate our A/C units.
So you must keep in mind that there are hot nights, especially during July/August when the A/C does not work after midnight.

You are able to have a shower any time of the day but keep in mind that when the boat is docked at Zante 
and Fiskardo port and the engines are turned off, the flow is reduced and there is no hot water after midnight.
If your shower does not have hot water, please inform your Captain in order to open the water heater, 
and please wait for 15-20 minutes until it heats up, the water again. 
Water tanks on a boat are limited, meaning, when multiple cabins shower at the same time, hot water is more likely to end.

Daily cleaning includes general cleaning and the change of any toilet bins.
Keep in mind, that cleaning, does not include making the beds.
We change sheets and linens on day 1 and one more time during the cruise. 
Of course if you need extra towels or sheets, please refer to your dedicated steward on board directly.

Power Plugs 

Lights on board 

Wi-Fi on board 

Air-condition

Hot water

Daily cleaning
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When you are on board and you have any complaints to raise, please refer to your 
Captain directly, who is responsible to act as a matter of urgency and rectify it. 

If you believe that your issues have not been resolved, or you wish to refer to a 
person outside the cruise vessel, you can always contact our Head Office directly.

Clients will have to pay an 80 € per person, port fee, upon their arrival, 
for operational purposes.

Traveling requires insurance and we strongly recommend purchasing one. 
Please see more details in our travel insurance section.

Travel Insurance

Local Taxes

Management of complaints

Your beach towels, sunscreen, your favorite book, your camera, 
your phone charger, your passport and cash (€), your Visa, your booking 

confirmation, and lastly, your international driving license!

Before you go, remember!
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See you soon on board !


